INDEPENDENCE DAY		

by Paul Rohrbaugh

RULES of PLAY

A Variant Scenario for Turning Point Simulations’ The Battle of Midway
[Editor’s Note: Designer Paul Rohrbaugh
recently released his latest design on The
Battle of Midway for our sister division,
Turning Point Simulations. Here he explores
ways players can expand that game, with a
new scenario featuring variant pieces.]
No one has ever questioned the selection
of Midway as the decisive battle of
the Pacific War. All agree that this one
changed everything, as the Japanese plan
to “lure” the remaining US fleet to its
destruction led to a strategic defeat, due to
code breaking, heroism, and remarkable
timing. My design goals were to blend
clean simplicity with a fine level of detail
(even accounting for the Japanese planes
intended to be assembled and used on the
captured island!). But as with most games,
capturing the actual history behind events
took priority over exploring some “might
have beens.” Both sides had some very
interesting options open to them that
owners of The Battle of Midway by Turning
Point Simulations can now explore.

17.0 INDEPENDENCE
DAY SCENARIO

The following variant rules, and the
accompanying counters, posit the
Japanese launched their offensive a month
later (July 3rd through 5th). Both sides
would’ve been able to reinforce the forces
used here, but would they have made
a difference? Play the game with these
variants and find out!

• Either the First Carrier Strike Force or Aleutian
Guard Task Forces: Light Carriers Ryūjō, Jun’yō and
their 4 air units (2x A6M, 2x B5N), DD Squadrons
25 and 29.
• Note: Delete the Japanese light carrier Hōshō and
its 2 air units from the Main Body Task Force.

• Either First Carrier Strike or Main Body Task
Forces: Fleet Carrier Shōkaku and its 3 air units (1x
A6M, 1x D3A, 1x B5N). If these units are put into

17.2 Additional US Forces

Add the following units to the US at-start forces:

17.1 Additional Japanese Forces

Add the following units to the Japanese
player’s at-start forces:

• Either the First Carrier
Strike or Main Body Task
Forces: Fleet Carrier
Zuikaku and its 3 air
units (1x A6M, 1x D3A,
1x B5N).
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play award the US player 5 victory
points at the start of the game. Note:
It is highly unlikely that the Shōkaku
could’ve been repaired and deployed in
time for the Midway offensive even with
this later start. I’m also assuming that
aircraft and aircrew from the Tainan Air
Group would’ve been used to round the
carrier’s air complement. However, games
are great vehicles for exploring “what ifs”
and are why this option is being provided
here.
• Alternate deployment. Have the
Zuikaku, Ryūjō, Jun’yō and their air
units, Destroyer Squadrons 25 and
29, as well as any other destroyer and
cruiser (CL or CA) taken from any
other Japanese Task Force, deploy as
Reserve 1 Task Force. This Task Force
sets up anywhere within 5 hexes of
setup hexes A or B. Award the US
player 2 VP at the start of the game
if this at-start deployment is in play.
Note: If this deployment option is used
the Shōkaku and its air units cannot be
put into play.
• Note: The carriers Zuikaku, Shōkaku,
Ryūjō and Jun’yō may not benefit from
Optional Rule 15.4 unless they are part
of the same Task Force as the carriers
Akagi and Kaga.
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• Fleet Carrier Wasp and its 4 air units (1x F4F, 2x
SBD, 1x TBD), Destroyer Squadrons 7 and 7.1 with
Task Force 17.

• Alternate Deployment: The Wasp, Destroyer
Squadrons 7 and 7.1, as well as one cruiser or
destroyer taken from any other US Task Force can
begin play as Task Force 17.2 anywhere within 6
hexes of the southeast corner map hex.

1.1 Learning to Play the Game

INDEX AND GLOSSARY

• Submarine Squadrons 7.4 & 7.5 can
set up, no more than one submarine
to a hex, anywhere on the map. These
units can be deployed either normal or
submerged status.

• Add the A-20 bomber unit to the
Midway Island.
• Delete the Midway
Island F2A fighter unit
and replace it with
one Midway F4F unit.
Designer’s Note: The
F4F air unit represents
the hurried deployment of
additional fighters from the
carrier Saratoga.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
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2 CIRCLE OF FIRE Rules of Play
READ THIS FIRST
We’ve organized the overall structure of the rules of this LPS simulation game to follow this game’s sequence of play in introducing concepts. The rules themselves are written in a format known
as the Case System. This approach divides the rules into Modules
(each of which deals with a major important aspect of play). Modules are numbered sequentially as well as possessing a title. Each
Module is divided into Sections (that deal with a major sub-topic
inside the Module) which are also numbered sequentially. Modules and Sections are introduced by some text that briefly describes
the subject covered by that particular Module or Section. Finally,
the majority of each Section consists of Cases. These are the specific, detailed rules that govern play. Each Case is also numbered
sequentially. The numbering follows a logical progression based
upon the number of the Module of which the Cases are a part. A
Case with the number 7.5.1, for example, is the first Case of the
fifth Section of the seventh Module of the rules. The numbering
system is designed as an organizational aid. Use it to determine
where a Case is located in the rules.

3.1.4

The example above is the number of the fourth Case of the first
Section of the third Module of the rules.

Learning to Play the Game
Begin by familiarizing yourself with all of the components listed for
this game. Then skim through the charts and rules, reading all the
titles of the Modules and Sections. Set up a game scenario or portion
of a scenario (after reading the applicable Module) and play a trial
game against yourself. During this trial game, try referring to the
rules only when you have a question and remember the numbering
system we employ makes it easy to look up rules when you do. While
a trial game may take you an hour or two, it is the quickest and
most pleasant way to learn (short of having an experienced friend
teach you). We also don’t recommend attempting to learn the rules
word-for-word. Memorizing all the details is an effort that few can
do. We’ve written these rules to be as comprehensive as possible, but
they are not designed to be memorized. Taking in the rules in this
way (as you play along) is the best approach to mastering this game.
We’re always open to suggestions on how to improve the comprehension of our rules. Write to us (see addresses below) if you have an
idea on how we can communicate better with you.

If any of the supplied parts are missing or damaged, write to:
Against the Odds Magazine
PO Box 165
Southeastern, PA 19399-0165 USA
Attn: Circle of Fire
Or e-mail us at: admin@atomagazine.com
We hope you enjoy this game. Should you have any difficulty
interpreting the rules, please write to us at the above postal
address, or send an e-mail to: gamesupport@atomagazine.
com, phrasing your questions so that a simple sentence, word,
or number can answer them. If you send a letter by mail, you
must enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope to receive a
reply. We recommend e-mail as the best way to resolve a query.
Although we welcome comments and suggestions about the
game’s interpretation of events, we cannot promise to respond
to questions on theory or design intent. Additionally, check
out the Against the Odds and Circle of Fire discussion folders
at consimworld.com.

CIRCLE OF FIRE Rules of Play

1.0 INTRODUCTION Circle of Fire: The Siege of Cholm, 1942 is a two-player
game that simulates the first ten days of the assault on the German-occupied city of
Cholm (first day [night of the 18th actually] abstracted into the Partisan Attack rule) by
the Soviet Union’s Third Shock Army, January 18-27, 1942. One player commands the
attacking Soviet forces and the other player commands the defending German forces.
2.0 COMPONENTS This game has the following components: one 22x34″ map,
one sheet of 176 ⅝″ die-cut counters, this rule booklet, and two pull-out Player Aid
Charts.
2.1 Dice
2.1.1 Two six-sided dice are required for play of this game (Game Play Note: It is handy
if both players each have two dice).
2.1.2 When the rules state “2d6,” the player rolls two six-sided dice and adds the results
together for a result.
2.1.3 When the rules state “1d6,” the player rolls one six-sided die for a result.
2.1.4 DRM (Die Roll Modifier) A value (positive or negative) that modifies the 1d6 or
2d6 roll’s result.

3.0 THE MAPBOARD

The map depicts the portion of the Kalinin region of
northern Russia where the Cholm campaign took place between January 18 and January
27, 1942. There is a list on the last page of name translations.

3.1 Map Scale The map scale is approximately 4cm = 1km (1:25,000).
3.2 Map Areas/Zones
3.2.1 The map is divided into 35 numbered locations (hereafter called Areas) and 6
lettered exterior locations (hereafter called Zones).
3.2.2 Two Areas are adjacent to each other if they share a common border and thus units
can move directly from one to another.
3.2.3 If two Areas meet only at a vertex, movement is not permitted between the two
Areas. Example: Units cannot move directly between Areas 23 and 26 or between Areas 22
and 24 (Case 12.3.3).
3.2.4 Two Areas are considered connected by a road or trail if their common border is a
hollow border (
).
3.2.5 Areas that have a solid red border (
) are not connected by a road or trail
and thus cost a unit its entire MA to move from one to another.
3.2.6 River The two rivers on the map are considered non-road (solid red) borders
between adjacent Areas.
3.2.7 Identifiers Each Area and Zone on the map contains an Identifier. A Zone Identifier
contains a letter (from A to F). An Area has a number between 1 and 35. Each Zone or
Area has a name as well, derived from the German defenders’ historical battle maps.
3.2.8 Terrain The shape of each Area/Zone Identifier indicates its terrain type: Clear,
Forest, or Urban. Clear Areas have a light grey circle. Forest Areas have a green triangle.
Urban Areas have a dark grey square. Terrain type is used in resolving attacks against units
in that Area (Sections 13.1 and 14.3).
3.2.9 Victory Area An Area containing a red star above the Area Identifier (Section 19.2).

3.3 Turn Track
3.3.1 The Turn Track is printed on the map and is used to note the current Game Turn
in play.
3.3.2 The Turn marker is placed in the space corresponding to the current turn, with the
side of the marker that is face up indicating which player has the Advantage.

3.4 Impulse Track The Soviet Player has an Impulse Track on his side of the map to
keep track of his first 4 Impulses so that he knows when to start the Logistics roll to end
the Maneuver/Fire Phase (Module 17.0). The marker for this track also identifies if the
turn is currently daytime or nighttime.

3.5 Holding Boxes
3.5.1 The map contains boxes for each player’s At Start units, regular Reinforcements,
Random Reinforcement Groups, Regrouped units, Artillery/Stuka units, Non-Regrouped
Eliminated units and Permanently Eliminated units.
3.5.2 Players set up their units in their appropriate boxes before beginning play of the game.

4.0 PLAYING PIECES Included with the game are die-cut playing pieces called
units, representing the various military formations that fought in the campaign, as well as
markers that assist in game play.
4.1 Unit Coloring German units are grey on their front side, while Soviet units are tan.

4.2 Unit Types
4.2.1 There are three basic types of units in
the game: Infantry (INF), Armor (ARM), and
Artillery/Air (ART/DB). The front (colored) side
represents an Uncommitted unit while the back
(white) side represents a Committed unit.
4.2.2 All armored units contain a vehicle silhouette
of some kind printed on the counter. The type of
vehicle picture is provided for historical accuracy
and ease of recognition during gameplay.
4.2.3 Artillery bombardment units represent the
prolonged shelling effect of a battery or more of
off-map guns. The Stuka unit represents aerial
bombardment strikes by the Germans
4.2.4 All remaining units are Infantry
(Headquarters [HQ], Machine Gun [MG],
Pioneer Engineers [PNR], Mountain [MTN],
and Reconnaissance Cavalry [CAV]). Each side
also has Regrouped units (KG or RG) that come
into play as the game progresses.

4.3 Unit Information Units in the game are

roughly company-sized formations. All units have
information printed on them as identified below:

E) Movement Allowance (MA) which is the total
number of Movement Points (MPs) a unit can
expend during its Movement Impulse.
F) NATO-style symbols:

G) Combat Factor (CF) of unit used for attack
or defense
H) Once an Uncommitted unit activates, it
becomes Committed and is flipped to its back
(white) side which contains only a CF.
I) Artillery Night CF (Stuka does not have one)
J) Artillery/Stuka Day CF
K) “Used” identifies that Artillery/Stuka unit has
bombarded this turn

4.4 Markers Markers represent non-combat

A) Parent Organization Most units have a Parent
Organization. Units belonging to the same Parent
Organization share a common color text on their
counter. For those who are color blind, the Parent
Organization is printed in the middle left side of
the unit’s counter and is noted in the following
list:
German: POL (rose text), 8 JAG (purple text),
416th Regiment (green text), 386th Regiment
(blue text).
Soviet: 73rd Regiment (dusty rose text), 82nd
Regiment (brown text), 164th Regiment
(green text), 79th Regiment (purple text).
Units without any Parent Organization are
considered Independent units and have black or
burgundy text (or do not have an historical parent
ID in the middle-left of their counter).
B) Historical unit identification (KG and RG are
noted on Regrouped units).
C) Cholm (C) Setup letter, Entry Turn number
(1 to 5), or Random Reinforcement letter code
(German J or U; Soviet A or K).
D) Pictorial unit identifier:

units and/or are used to record various game
information.
4.4.1 Control Markers
Control markers are
placed in Areas to
indicate which side
controls them, German or Soviet.
4.4.2 Advantage/Turn
Marker The first use of
this marker is to
indicate the current
turn on the Turn Track. The second use is to show
who has the Advantage currently, which is an
abstract reflection of the edge that one side will
temporarily possess due to factors such as morale,
position, surprise, leadership, intelligence, or fate.
Control of this can switch back and forth between
players. Whoever controls the Advantage may use
it to gain certain game benefits (Module 8.0).
4.4.3
Day/Night/
Impulse Marker The
first use of this marker
is to indicate if the turn
is currently under Day (sun) or Night (moon)
conditions. The second use of this marker is to
indicate which Impulse it is (up to Impulse 4) on
the Impulse Track on the map. This is so that the
Soviet player knows when to begin making the
Logistics roll to see if the Maneuver/Fire Phase
ends (Module 17.0).
4.4.4 Rubble This
marker, when in an
Area, can impact both
movement and combat
(Module 15.0). There are two levels of Rubble:
Rubble (Front) and Heavy Rubble (Back).
4.4.5 Stubborn Defense This
marker is placed in an Area (under
certain conditions) by the German
player to improve the defense of the
Area.
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5.0 PREPARE FOR PLAY
5.1 Unit Setup

5.1.1 The German player sets up first, placing any
unit with a “C” printed as its setup letter in an
Urban Area (Case 3.2.8).
5.1.2 Units with a number for their Turn of
Entry on the counter should be placed in the
Reinforcement Box on the map where their unit
or grouping of units is shown.
5.1.3 All units with non-“C” letter codes should
be placed in their Random Reinforcement Group
Display on the map.
5.1.4 Regrouped units (German KG and Russian
RG units) should be placed into their respective
Regrouped Units box on the map.

5.2 Marker Placement
5.2.1 Place the Turn marker in the “Turn 1” space
on the Game Turn Track, Soviet Advantage side
facing up.
5.2.2 Place the Day/Night/Impulse marker on
the Impulse Track in the “1” box with the Day
side facing up.
5.2.3 Place a control marker, German side up, in
every Area and Zone on the map except Zone A,
which is under Soviet control.
Game Play Note: To reduce map clutter, the players
may if they wish only place Control markers in
Soviet-controlled Areas and Zones (Soviet side face
up) and treat Areas and Zones without a control
marker as German-controlled.

5.3 Partisan Surprise Attack Design Note:
This rule depicts the attack of the 2nd Leningrad
Partisan Brigade that caught the town’s defenders
totally by surprise during the night of January 18,
1942. This unit fought the German garrison in close
quarter combat for several hours and then withdrew
after its ammunition became depleted.
5.3.1 After the Initial German units and the
markers have been placed on the map, the Soviet
player will perform a 1d6 roll for each at-start
German unit in Cholm. Reference the roll’s result
on the Partisan Attack Table (see PAC) to find
and apply the effect on the German unit.

6.0 OCCUPATION AND
CONTROL

6.1 Occupation Limits (Stacking)
6.1.1 Each side may have a maximum of three
infantry and/or armor units plus one armor or
headquarters unit occupying an Area.
6.1.2 Control, Stubborn Defense, and Rubble
markers do not count against occupation limits.
6.1.3 Units may not normal move (Module 12.0)
into an Area already occupied to the maximum.
6.1.4 An unlimited number of units may occupy
a Zone.

6.2 Control
6.2.1 Each Area and Zone is always controlled by
either the German or Soviet player.
6.2.2 Control changes only when one side is the
sole occupant of an opponent’s controlled Area/
Zone at any point during the turn.

2 CIRCLE OF FIRE Rules of Play
READ THIS FIRST
We’ve organized the overall structure of the rules of this LPS simulation game to follow this game’s sequence of play in introducing concepts. The rules themselves are written in a format known
as the Case System. This approach divides the rules into Modules
(each of which deals with a major important aspect of play). Modules are numbered sequentially as well as possessing a title. Each
Module is divided into Sections (that deal with a major sub-topic
inside the Module) which are also numbered sequentially. Modules and Sections are introduced by some text that briefly describes
the subject covered by that particular Module or Section. Finally,
the majority of each Section consists of Cases. These are the specific, detailed rules that govern play. Each Case is also numbered
sequentially. The numbering follows a logical progression based
upon the number of the Module of which the Cases are a part. A
Case with the number 7.5.1, for example, is the first Case of the
fifth Section of the seventh Module of the rules. The numbering
system is designed as an organizational aid. Use it to determine
where a Case is located in the rules.

3.1.4

The example above is the number of the fourth Case of the first
Section of the third Module of the rules.

Learning to Play the Game
Begin by familiarizing yourself with all of the components listed for
this game. Then skim through the charts and rules, reading all the
titles of the Modules and Sections. Set up a game scenario or portion
of a scenario (after reading the applicable Module) and play a trial
game against yourself. During this trial game, try referring to the
rules only when you have a question and remember the numbering
system we employ makes it easy to look up rules when you do. While
a trial game may take you an hour or two, it is the quickest and
most pleasant way to learn (short of having an experienced friend
teach you). We also don’t recommend attempting to learn the rules
word-for-word. Memorizing all the details is an effort that few can
do. We’ve written these rules to be as comprehensive as possible, but
they are not designed to be memorized. Taking in the rules in this
way (as you play along) is the best approach to mastering this game.
We’re always open to suggestions on how to improve the comprehension of our rules. Write to us (see addresses below) if you have an
idea on how we can communicate better with you.

If any of the supplied parts are missing or damaged, write to:
Against the Odds Magazine
PO Box 165
Southeastern, PA 19399-0165 USA
Attn: Circle of Fire
Or e-mail us at: admin@atomagazine.com
We hope you enjoy this game. Should you have any difficulty
interpreting the rules, please write to us at the above postal
address, or send an e-mail to: gamesupport@atomagazine.
com, phrasing your questions so that a simple sentence, word,
or number can answer them. If you send a letter by mail, you
must enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope to receive a
reply. We recommend e-mail as the best way to resolve a query.
Although we welcome comments and suggestions about the
game’s interpretation of events, we cannot promise to respond
to questions on theory or design intent. Additionally, check
out the Against the Odds and Circle of Fire discussion folders
at consimworld.com.

CIRCLE OF FIRE Rules of Play

1.0 INTRODUCTION Circle of Fire: The Siege of Cholm, 1942 is a two-player
game that simulates the first ten days of the assault on the German-occupied city of
Cholm (first day [night of the 18th actually] abstracted into the Partisan Attack rule) by
the Soviet Union’s Third Shock Army, January 18-27, 1942. One player commands the
attacking Soviet forces and the other player commands the defending German forces.
2.0 COMPONENTS This game has the following components: one 22x34″ map,
one sheet of 176 ⅝″ die-cut counters, this rule booklet, and two pull-out Player Aid
Charts.
2.1 Dice
2.1.1 Two six-sided dice are required for play of this game (Game Play Note: It is handy
if both players each have two dice).
2.1.2 When the rules state “2d6,” the player rolls two six-sided dice and adds the results
together for a result.
2.1.3 When the rules state “1d6,” the player rolls one six-sided die for a result.
2.1.4 DRM (Die Roll Modifier) A value (positive or negative) that modifies the 1d6 or
2d6 roll’s result.

3.0 THE MAPBOARD

The map depicts the portion of the Kalinin region of
northern Russia where the Cholm campaign took place between January 18 and January
27, 1942. There is a list on the last page of name translations.

3.1 Map Scale The map scale is approximately 4cm = 1km (1:25,000).
3.2 Map Areas/Zones
3.2.1 The map is divided into 35 numbered locations (hereafter called Areas) and 6
lettered exterior locations (hereafter called Zones).
3.2.2 Two Areas are adjacent to each other if they share a common border and thus units
can move directly from one to another.
3.2.3 If two Areas meet only at a vertex, movement is not permitted between the two
Areas. Example: Units cannot move directly between Areas 23 and 26 or between Areas 22
and 24 (Case 12.3.3).
3.2.4 Two Areas are considered connected by a road or trail if their common border is a
hollow border (
).
3.2.5 Areas that have a solid red border (
) are not connected by a road or trail
and thus cost a unit its entire MA to move from one to another.
3.2.6 River The two rivers on the map are considered non-road (solid red) borders
between adjacent Areas.
3.2.7 Identifiers Each Area and Zone on the map contains an Identifier. A Zone Identifier
contains a letter (from A to F). An Area has a number between 1 and 35. Each Zone or
Area has a name as well, derived from the German defenders’ historical battle maps.
3.2.8 Terrain The shape of each Area/Zone Identifier indicates its terrain type: Clear,
Forest, or Urban. Clear Areas have a light grey circle. Forest Areas have a green triangle.
Urban Areas have a dark grey square. Terrain type is used in resolving attacks against units
in that Area (Sections 13.1 and 14.3).
3.2.9 Victory Area An Area containing a red star above the Area Identifier (Section 19.2).

3.3 Turn Track
3.3.1 The Turn Track is printed on the map and is used to note the current Game Turn
in play.
3.3.2 The Turn marker is placed in the space corresponding to the current turn, with the
side of the marker that is face up indicating which player has the Advantage.

3.4 Impulse Track The Soviet Player has an Impulse Track on his side of the map to
keep track of his first 4 Impulses so that he knows when to start the Logistics roll to end
the Maneuver/Fire Phase (Module 17.0). The marker for this track also identifies if the
turn is currently daytime or nighttime.

3.5 Holding Boxes
3.5.1 The map contains boxes for each player’s At Start units, regular Reinforcements,
Random Reinforcement Groups, Regrouped units, Artillery/Stuka units, Non-Regrouped
Eliminated units and Permanently Eliminated units.
3.5.2 Players set up their units in their appropriate boxes before beginning play of the game.

4.0 PLAYING PIECES Included with the game are die-cut playing pieces called
units, representing the various military formations that fought in the campaign, as well as
markers that assist in game play.
4.1 Unit Coloring German units are grey on their front side, while Soviet units are tan.

4.2 Unit Types
4.2.1 There are three basic types of units in
the game: Infantry (INF), Armor (ARM), and
Artillery/Air (ART/DB). The front (colored) side
represents an Uncommitted unit while the back
(white) side represents a Committed unit.
4.2.2 All armored units contain a vehicle silhouette
of some kind printed on the counter. The type of
vehicle picture is provided for historical accuracy
and ease of recognition during gameplay.
4.2.3 Artillery bombardment units represent the
prolonged shelling effect of a battery or more of
off-map guns. The Stuka unit represents aerial
bombardment strikes by the Germans
4.2.4 All remaining units are Infantry
(Headquarters [HQ], Machine Gun [MG],
Pioneer Engineers [PNR], Mountain [MTN],
and Reconnaissance Cavalry [CAV]). Each side
also has Regrouped units (KG or RG) that come
into play as the game progresses.

4.3 Unit Information Units in the game are

roughly company-sized formations. All units have
information printed on them as identified below:

E) Movement Allowance (MA) which is the total
number of Movement Points (MPs) a unit can
expend during its Movement Impulse.
F) NATO-style symbols:

G) Combat Factor (CF) of unit used for attack
or defense
H) Once an Uncommitted unit activates, it
becomes Committed and is flipped to its back
(white) side which contains only a CF.
I) Artillery Night CF (Stuka does not have one)
J) Artillery/Stuka Day CF
K) “Used” identifies that Artillery/Stuka unit has
bombarded this turn

4.4 Markers Markers represent non-combat

A) Parent Organization Most units have a Parent
Organization. Units belonging to the same Parent
Organization share a common color text on their
counter. For those who are color blind, the Parent
Organization is printed in the middle left side of
the unit’s counter and is noted in the following
list:
German: POL (rose text), 8 JAG (purple text),
416th Regiment (green text), 386th Regiment
(blue text).
Soviet: 73rd Regiment (dusty rose text), 82nd
Regiment (brown text), 164th Regiment
(green text), 79th Regiment (purple text).
Units without any Parent Organization are
considered Independent units and have black or
burgundy text (or do not have an historical parent
ID in the middle-left of their counter).
B) Historical unit identification (KG and RG are
noted on Regrouped units).
C) Cholm (C) Setup letter, Entry Turn number
(1 to 5), or Random Reinforcement letter code
(German J or U; Soviet A or K).
D) Pictorial unit identifier:

units and/or are used to record various game
information.
4.4.1 Control Markers
Control markers are
placed in Areas to
indicate which side
controls them, German or Soviet.
4.4.2 Advantage/Turn
Marker The first use of
this marker is to
indicate the current
turn on the Turn Track. The second use is to show
who has the Advantage currently, which is an
abstract reflection of the edge that one side will
temporarily possess due to factors such as morale,
position, surprise, leadership, intelligence, or fate.
Control of this can switch back and forth between
players. Whoever controls the Advantage may use
it to gain certain game benefits (Module 8.0).
4.4.3
Day/Night/
Impulse Marker The
first use of this marker
is to indicate if the turn
is currently under Day (sun) or Night (moon)
conditions. The second use of this marker is to
indicate which Impulse it is (up to Impulse 4) on
the Impulse Track on the map. This is so that the
Soviet player knows when to begin making the
Logistics roll to see if the Maneuver/Fire Phase
ends (Module 17.0).
4.4.4 Rubble This
marker, when in an
Area, can impact both
movement and combat
(Module 15.0). There are two levels of Rubble:
Rubble (Front) and Heavy Rubble (Back).
4.4.5 Stubborn Defense This
marker is placed in an Area (under
certain conditions) by the German
player to improve the defense of the
Area.
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5.0 PREPARE FOR PLAY
5.1 Unit Setup

5.1.1 The German player sets up first, placing any
unit with a “C” printed as its setup letter in an
Urban Area (Case 3.2.8).
5.1.2 Units with a number for their Turn of
Entry on the counter should be placed in the
Reinforcement Box on the map where their unit
or grouping of units is shown.
5.1.3 All units with non-“C” letter codes should
be placed in their Random Reinforcement Group
Display on the map.
5.1.4 Regrouped units (German KG and Russian
RG units) should be placed into their respective
Regrouped Units box on the map.

5.2 Marker Placement
5.2.1 Place the Turn marker in the “Turn 1” space
on the Game Turn Track, Soviet Advantage side
facing up.
5.2.2 Place the Day/Night/Impulse marker on
the Impulse Track in the “1” box with the Day
side facing up.
5.2.3 Place a control marker, German side up, in
every Area and Zone on the map except Zone A,
which is under Soviet control.
Game Play Note: To reduce map clutter, the players
may if they wish only place Control markers in
Soviet-controlled Areas and Zones (Soviet side face
up) and treat Areas and Zones without a control
marker as German-controlled.

5.3 Partisan Surprise Attack Design Note:
This rule depicts the attack of the 2nd Leningrad
Partisan Brigade that caught the town’s defenders
totally by surprise during the night of January 18,
1942. This unit fought the German garrison in close
quarter combat for several hours and then withdrew
after its ammunition became depleted.
5.3.1 After the Initial German units and the
markers have been placed on the map, the Soviet
player will perform a 1d6 roll for each at-start
German unit in Cholm. Reference the roll’s result
on the Partisan Attack Table (see PAC) to find
and apply the effect on the German unit.

6.0 OCCUPATION AND
CONTROL

6.1 Occupation Limits (Stacking)
6.1.1 Each side may have a maximum of three
infantry and/or armor units plus one armor or
headquarters unit occupying an Area.
6.1.2 Control, Stubborn Defense, and Rubble
markers do not count against occupation limits.
6.1.3 Units may not normal move (Module 12.0)
into an Area already occupied to the maximum.
6.1.4 An unlimited number of units may occupy
a Zone.

6.2 Control
6.2.1 Each Area and Zone is always controlled by
either the German or Soviet player.
6.2.2 Control changes only when one side is the
sole occupant of an opponent’s controlled Area/
Zone at any point during the turn.

6.2.3 Control of an Area/Zone may be gained
during movement without the units having to
stop in that Area.
6.2.4 Control is shown by flipping the control
marker to either its German or Soviet-Controlled
side as is appropriate.

6.3 Contested
6.3.1 An Area/Zone is considered Contested if it
contains units of both sides in it.
6.3.2 Contesting an Area/Zone that is controlled
by the enemy does not alter control of that Area.

6.4 Vacant An Area/Zone is Vacant if it contains

no enemy units, regardless of the presence of
friendly units or who currently controls it.

6.5 Free An Area/Zone is Free if it has no units
in it and is under friendly control.

7.0 SEQUENCE OF PLAY A game has

nine Turns. Each Turn represents one day and
comprises of four Phases. During the Maneuver/
Fire Phase a variable number of “mini-turns” or
Impulses are performed. The Phases of a Turn are
conducted as follows:
• Reinforcement Phase (Module 10.0)
• Maneuver/Fire Phase (Modules 11.0 to 14.0)
• Close Combat Phase (Module 16.0)
• End Phase (Module 18.0)

8.0 THE ADVANTAGE At the start of
each Phase/Segment/Impulse, one player always
has control of the Advantage. This is shown by
the Advantage/Turn marker having the side of the
player controlling the Advantage being face-up.
The Soviet player starts the game with control of
the Advantage. Advantage control will shift back
and forth upon its usage (or lack thereof ).
8.1 Voluntary Use
8.1.1 The Advantage may be used to:
A. Add a Random Reinforcements DRM
B. Declare the turn to be Night from this
point on
C. Place a Stubborn Defense marker
(German only)
D. Prevent a Logistical Pause (Soviet only)
E. Infiltrate Soviet Lines (German only)
F. Redeploy your units
See the Advantage Use Table on the PAC for
details on each of the above.
8.1.2 Advantage Shift After the Advantage is
used by a player, it is controlled by neither player
until the end of the current Phase or Impulse it
was used in, at which time the opponent has it
(marker flipped to the appropriate side).
8.1.3 If a player begins the turn controlling the
Advantage and ends the turn not having used
it at all and still possessing the Advantage, the
Advantage automatically shifts to the control of
his opponent at the end of the turn (use it or lose
it).

9.0 NIGHT

9.1 Specific Rules
9.1.1 Starting with Turn 1 the player controlling
the Advantage (Module 8.0) may use it to declare
a Night Turn at the start of any of his Impulses
during the Maneuver/Fire Phase (Module 11.0).
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9.1.2 Use of the Advantage to declare Night does
not prevent other movement or fire during that
Impulse.
9.1.3 Once declared, Night conditions exist until
the end of the current Game Turn.
9.1.4 Artillery The reduced Night CF (red text) of
an artillery unit is used to resolve a Bombardment
attack during an Impulse when the turn is Night.
9.1.5 Stuka This unit (Section 14.2) may not be
used for Bombardment during a Night Impulse
of a Turn.
9.1.6 Movement During a Night Impulse the MP
cost to enter an Area containing Enemy units is 3
MPs instead of the usual 4 MPs (Section 12.2).
9.1.7 Direct Fire Combat During a Night Impulse
the defender receives an additional +1 DRM to
his Defense Total (Case 13.2.3) in a Direct Fire
attack.
9.1.8 There is no Night DRM applicable to
Bombardment Fire attacks (Module 14.0) because
it is already factored into the unit’s Night CF.

10.0 REINFORCEMENTS PHASE

Reinforcements are new units that enter the game
during the Reinforcement Phase.

10.1 General Rules
10.1.1 The Reinforcements Phase consists of 3
Segments performed in the following order:
•Regrouped Units Segment (Section 10.2)
•Random Reinforcements Segment (Section 10.3)
•Normal Reinforcements Segment (Section 10.4)
10.1.2 The German player places his
reinforcements first, followed by the Soviet player
in each Segment.
10.1.3 During Normal Reinforcements players
automatically receive units marked with the turn
number of the current turn (Exception: Section
10.5).
10.1.4 Units with a Random Reinforcement
letter code may only enter play as the result of a
Random Reinforcements die roll (Section 10.3)
result during that Segment of this Phase.
10.1.5 Reinforcements always enter play
Uncommitted.
10.1.6 Reinforcements and Regrouped units must
be placed on the map within valid occupation
limits (Section 6.1).

10.2 Regrouped Units Segment
This is the first part of each
Reinforcements Phase in
which both players check
the
units
in
their
Eliminated Units Not Regrouped Box to see if
they can regroup them and bring on a Regrouped
Unit (German KG unit or Soviet RG unit).
10.2.1 At a player’s option, for every three
units (any type) in a player’s Eliminated Units
Not Regrouped box, he can move them to the
Eliminated Units Permanently Eliminated box
and receive one Regrouped infantry unit (see
units shown above).
10.2.2 If there are less than three units, those
units remain in the player’s Eliminated Units Not
Regrouped box until a later turn when there are
the three needed to create a Regrouped unit.

10.2.3 German Regrouped units have the option
of being placed in either Zone D or a Cholm
Urban Area. The Zone/Area may be contested,
but must be German-controlled at the time of
placement.
10.2.4 Soviet Regrouped units may be placed in
any Soviet-controlled Zone (even if contested).
10.2.5 If all of a player’s Regrouped units have
been placed on the map, then that player is no
longer eligible to Regroup units for the remainder
of the game, and all units eliminated from
that point onwards are placed directly into the
Eliminated Units Permanently Eliminated box.
10.2.6 A Regrouped unit that is eliminated
from the map is permanently eliminated and
placed into the owning player’s Eliminated Units
Permanently Eliminated box.

10.3 Random Reinforcements Segment
10.3.1 The player controlling the Advantage may,
before he makes the roll for this turn’s Random
Reinforcement, use his Advantage to modify the
Random Reinforcement roll in his favor (Section
8.1.1A and PAC).
10.3.2 After the above decision is made, the
player who began the Segment with control of
the Advantage then makes a 2d6 roll.
10.3.3 Apply any applicable DRMs to the roll
as detailed at the bottom of the Random Events
Table (see PAC).
10.3.4 Cross-reference the modified result with
the current Turn number (across the top). The
letter code is the forces received as reinforcements.
10.3.5 Unit selection (and how to deploy
those units) is detailed below the Random
Reinforcements table on the PAC.
10.3.6 If the noted Reinforcements have already
been received (there are no units left to pick), treat
the result as No Reinforcement, unless there is an
available substitute choice as per its “Selection”
details listed below the Random Reinforcements
Table on the PAC (Exception: Optional rule
Section 21.1).

10.4 Normal Reinforcements Segment
10.4.1 During Turns 1-5, one or both players
receive automatic reinforcements.
10.4.2 These units have an entry turn number
located on their counter (see Section 4.3C).
10.4.3 Place the units on the map as directed by
their Reinforcements Display instructions printed
on the map. Artillery/Stuka units are placed into
the owning player’s Artillery box on the map.

10.5 Stuka Off-Map Interdiction
10.5.1 Starting Turn 2 or later, if the Soviets are
receiving reinforcements (Random or Normal) of
ground troops (not artillery), the German player
can decide during the pertinent segment to flip
his Stuka unit over to its “used” side and roll to
delay some of the Soviet non-artillery forces that
are currently to enter.
10.5.2 If it is a Soviet Random Reinforcement
Group that has been determined to enter, the
German player must announce this action
immediately after the group is determined.

RANDOM REINFORCEMENTS (10.3) Roll 2d6

MOVEMENT COST (12.2)
Type of Movement

TURN

1 MP

Enter a Vacant Area across a Road Border or via a Road
connector

2 MPs

Enter a Vacant Area that is adjacent to an Area with an enemy
unit in it across a Road Border or via a Road connector.

3 MPs

Enter an Area across a Road Border or via a Road connector
that contains at least one enemy unit at Night.

≤3
4-5
6
7
8
9
10
11+

Cost

4 MPs

Enter an Area across a Road Border or via a Road connector
that contains at least one enemy unit during the Day.

Entire
MA

To enter an Area (enemy-occupied or not) across a Non-road
border or via a Non-road connector. Also to enter a Zone
from an Area or another Zone.

Zone Special Movement If the moving unit that starts in a Zone and
first enters a Vacant or Free Zone, it can be:
• moved one additional Zone that is connected if it also is Vacant or
Free, OR
• moved into a road-connected Area if that Area is Vacant or Free and
not adjacent to an enemy occupied Area (Contested or not).
Road Border

Road Connector

Non-road Border

Non- road Connector

SEQUENCE OF PLAY (7.0)
•Reinforcement Phase (Module 10.0)
•Maneuver/Fire Phase (Modules 11.0 to 14.0)
•Close Combat Phase (Module 16.0)
•End Phase (Module 18.0)

AREA/ZONE
TYPE KEY

RUBBLE CREATION (15.1)

1-4

No Effect

5-6

Make a 1d6 roll. Result is the
number of non-artillery units of
the reinforcing forces that may
enter this turn. The balance of the
forces enter next turn (they cannot
be delayed again).
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2

3

4

5

6

7-9

U

J

J
no Random Reinforcement this turn

A

A

A

A
K

K
K

K

A

K
A

Reason
if Advantage controlled by Soviets
if Advantage controlled by Germans
in favor of side that expends their Advantage

Selection

Deployment

The German player may select up
to five “U” units of his choice from
those still available to enter the
game. The German player has the
U option of declining a rolled “U”
result and taking a “J” result instead
if available. This option must be
exercised immediately after the
Random Reinforcement is rolled.
The German player receives
all three units marked “J”. If
J
already received, consider this
a “U” result.

“U” reinforcements
are placed in Zone
D regardless of who
controls it and whether
or not there are Soviet
units present. The
Advantage may be used
to “Infiltrate” units (see
Advantage Use Table).

They may be placed in either
Zone E or any Cholm Urban
Area (observing occupation
restrictions).

The Soviet player may elect to receive either one
T-34 (5 CF) or up to three T-26 (3 CF) armor
units that turn. After turn 3, The Soviet player
A has the option of declining an “A” result and
taking a “K” result instead if available. This
option must be exercised immediately after
the Random Reinforcement is determined.
The Soviet player receives all of his units

Soviet Random
Reinforcements
may be placed
in any Sovietcontrolled Zone
except Zone D.
The Zone may
be Contested.

RETREAT PRIORITY LIST (13.4)

Retreats must always be to an Area or Zone that is connected
(common border or connector symbol)

STUKA INTERDICTION (10.5)
Roll 1d6
Result

DRM
+1
-1
+/- 2

1
U

K marked “K”.

•Direct Fire:
If the AT result is 6 or more higher than the DT
•Bombardment :
If AT result if 4 or more higher than the DT

DR

Dieroll (DR)
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Unit in an Area:

PARTISAN
ATTACK
(5.3)
Roll 1d6

A) A Free Area or Zone
B) A Vacant Area which is adjacent to the least number of
enemy-controlled Areas (units may never retreat into an enemy
controlled Zone, even if contested)
C) A friendly-controlled contested Area, which is adjacent to the
least number of enemy-controlled Areas
D) An enemy-controlled contested Area, which is adjacent to the
least number of enemy-controlled Areas

DR

Result

Unit in a Zone:

1-3

No Effect

4-5

Unit
Committed

6

Unit
Eliminated

A) Into a Free Area or Zone
B). Into a friendly-controlled contested Area or Zone
Note Units may never retreat into an enemy-controlled Zone,
even if contested.
If a unit is unable to retreat, it is eliminated and placed into its
side’s Eliminated Units Not Regrouped Box.
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ADVANTAGE USE (8.1)
Action

Details

Modify Random
Reinforcements DRM

Before making the Random Reinforcement roll (Section 10.3), the player with the Advantage can declare he is using the Advantage
to additionally modify the roll. This provides an additional 2 modifier in the player’s favor (-2 for Germans or +2 for Soviets).

Declare a Night Turn

During a player’s Impulse, the player may declare a Night Turn (Module 12.0).

Place the
Stubborn
Defense
marker
(German only)

During his Impulse, he may place his Stubborn Defense marker into one German occupied Area but not the Area with the German HQ
unit. This provides the German units in the Area Direct Fire (see PAC) and Close Combat (Case 16.5.3) benefits unless the German HQ
is also in that area, in which case the marker’s benefits are ignored. The Stubborn Defense marker is removed from the map if the Area
it occupies becomes Soviet-controlled. Only one marker is available each turn and it is removed from the map during the End Phase.
Design Note: The Stubborn Defense marker represent the superhuman defensive efforts made by very small groups of German soldiers.

Prevent a Logistical
Pause (Soviet only)
Infiltrate
Soviet Lines
(German only)

Redeploy

During the Maneuver/Fire Phase the Soviet player (only) may negate the effects of a Logistics DR that would have ended this
Phase (Module 17.0).

Once per game prior to turn 8, when a “U” random reinforcement is received and Cholm is surrounded (Case 19.2.1a), he can use
the advantage to infiltrate some of these units. This must be declared as soon as the “U” Random Reinforcements is determined. After
selecting the units to arrive, he rolls 1d6. Result: 1-4 = 1 unit, 5 = 2 units, 6 = 3 units. The number of units indicated in the result
is the maximum number of the selected infantry units that can be placed in Area 31 (Gefechtsstand) instead (stacking permitting).
Historical Note: Group Uckermann was the relief column intended to lift the siege of Cholm. A few units from this formation were able to
slip through Soviet lines but the column itself did not possess the strength to open and maintain a corridor to the beleaguered city at that point.

ATTACKER AT = Roll 2d6 and add all applicable DRMs below.
DRM Reason
The CF of the Lead Attacking Unit
+?
for each additional unit firing beyond the Lead unit (up to a
+1
maximum of +3)
If three or more of the firing units have the same Parent
+1
Organization
(German only) If the Scherer HQ unit is present in the Area
+1
(German only) If the Stubborn Defense marker is present in the
+1
Area being attacked, unless the Scherer HQ unit is also in that
area.
DEFENDER DT = Roll 2d6 and add all applicable DRMs below
DRM Reason
The CF of the Lead Defending Unit
+?
If the Area the defender is in is Clear
+1
If the Area/Zone the defender is in is Forest
+2
If the Area the defender is in is Urban
+3
If currently a Night Impulse
+1
(German only) If Scherer HQ unit is present in the defending
+1
Area
(German only) Stubborn Defense marker and the Scherer HQ
+1
unit is not present in the defending Area.
If the Area contains a Rubble marker
+1
If the Area contains a Heavy Rubble marker
+2
RESULT (subtract DT from AT)
Failure: No Effect.
≤0
Difference between the AT and DT is the number of
Casualty Points that is assessed against the defenders in the
>0
area.
Casualty Points (13.3) All CPs must be allocated if possible
Each defending unit that retreats (see Section 13.4)
1 CP
Each infantry unit eliminated
2 CPs
Each armor unit eliminated
4 CPs
Note: Armor 2 CP absorption ability (Optional Section 21.3)

11.0 MANUEVER/FIRE PHASE
11.1 Impulses

DRM

Reason

+?

The CF of the Lead Defending Unit

11.1.1 The majority of the game is played during
the Maneuver/Fire Phase, consisting of a variable
number of “mini-turns” called Impulses.
11.1.2 The Soviet player performs the first
Impulse of every Turn, the German player the
second, the Soviet player the third, and so on,
alternating Impulses until the end of the phase.
11.1.3 When it is a player’s Impulse, he has the
opportunity to activate a single Area or Zone.
11.1.4 The active player during an Impulse is
called the Attacker; his opponent is called the
Defender.
11.1.5 No enemy unit may move during a
friendly Impulse except to retreat as a result of
resolution of an attack (Modules 13.0 and 14.0).
11.1.6 The Maneuver/Fire Phase ends in one of
two methods:
• Soviet Logistics Roll (Module 17.0)
• Both players pass consecutively (Case 11.2.5b).

+1

If the Area is Clear

11.2 Types of Impulses

+2

If the Area/Zone is Forest

+3

If the Area is Urban

+1

If the Area contains a Rubble marker

+2

If the Area contains a Heavy Rubble marker

11.2.1 There are 4 types of Impulses:
• Movement (Module 12.0)
• Direct Fire (Module 13.0)
• Bombardment (Module 14.0)
• Pass (Case 11.2.5)
11.2.2 Only Uncommitted units (those on their
front sides) in the activated Area/Zone may
perform an action during an Impulse.
11.2.3 Only an unused Artillery or Stuka unit
can perform a bombardment attack during an
Impulse.
11.2.4 A unit may either move or fire during a
turn (Exception: Optional Section 23.2) and if it
does so, after completing its action it is flipped to
its Committed side.
11.2.5 The Pass Impulse The attacker may elect
to take no action at all during his Impulse (the
Soviet player must still make a Logistics roll if
required).
a) If a player has no units to activate, he must
declare a Pass Impulse.
b) If both players pass consecutively the
Maneuver/Fire Phase ends.
11.2.6 Legalities and Errors A player may not
change his move once a die roll has been made, or
his opponent has declared any action (including
a Pass Impulse) he will take during his Impulse.
An illegal move/attack’s results are valid if the

During the End Phase the player may activate every friendly unit in all Areas on the map and move them ONE Area. Units in the
same Area do not have to move to the same destination, Units that Redeploy may not enter any enemy-controlled or enemy-occupied
Area. Units in a Contested Area may not Redeploy into another Contested Area.

DIRECT FIRE (13.0)

10.5.3 If for normal reinforcements, the German
player announces this at the very beginning of the
Normal Reinforcement Segment.
10.5.4 Once announced, the German player rolls
1d6. If the result is a 5 or 6, the Soviet player
receives only 1d6 worth of units that are part
of the force eligible to enter. The balance of the
force’s units will enter the next turn (at which
point they cannot be delayed again). If the result
is a 1-4, there is no effect. This is noted in the
Stuka Interdiction Table on the PAC.
10.5.5 Since the Stuka unit is now used, it will not
be available this turn for on-map bombardment.

BOMBARDMENT FIRE (14.0)
ATTACKER AT = Roll 2d6 and add the appropriate CF of
Bombarding unit
DEFENDER DT = Roll 2d6 and add applicable DRMs below
to result

RESULTS and CASUALTY POINTS
Both are determined or assessed as detailed in Direct Fire Table.
Note: The Stuka is the only artillery-type unit that can make a
Bombardment attack into a Zone.

CLOSE COMBAT (16.0) Roll 1d6
DR

Result

1-4

No Effect

5

Opponent’s Unit Retreats

6

Opponent’s Unit Eliminated

DRM
+1

Reason

+1

(Germans only) HQ unit or Stubborn Defense
marker is present in the Area.

+1

If a German PNR unit is attacking a Soviet Armor
unit

For each additional unit above the first that has been
paired off against the enemy unit.

opposing player does not challenge them prior to
completing his own next Impulse.

12.0 MOVEMENT IMPULSE
12.1 Mechanics of Movement

During a Movement Impulse the Attacker
chooses one Area to be the Active Area. Units
move one at a time. A unit may move from an
Area to any adjacent Area, the number of Areas
entered during movement being limited by the
MA of the moving unit.
12.1.1 Area or Zone Activation All of the
Uncommitted units in an Area or Zone may move
when that Area or Zone is chosen to activate.
12.1.2 Units in the activated Area or Zone may
move until there are no units left within the Area/
Zone to perform an action or the player chooses
not to activate any more units therein.

12.2 Movement Costs
12.2.1 Movement requires the expenditure of
MPs during an Impulse.
12.2.2 A unit may continue to move into adjacent
Areas until it either lacks enough MPs remaining
to enter another Area or it enters an Area occupied
by at least one enemy unit, whereupon it must
stop.
12.2.3 Movement into an Area incurs an MP cost
as detailed in the Movement Cost Table (see the
PAC). Use only the one cost that applies.
12.2.4 If a unit has not yet expended any MPs
in the Impulse, and lacks sufficient MPs to
enter an adjacent Area that it is not otherwise
prohibited from entering, it may enter that Area
by expending all its MPs. Historical Note: The
Cholm battlefield was characterized by waist-deep
snow that hampered movement and encouraged the
Soviet side to attack again and again along the same
avenues of approach.
12.2.5 If the Active Area is contested, friendly
units may exit the Area at normal MP costs, so
long as the first Area they enter is a Free Area/
Zone (Section 6.5).
12.2.6 Multiple Area Destinations Units starting
in an Active Area may move into different
Areas during the same Impulse. Movement into
different Areas does not have to be designated in
advance.

12.3 Movement Restrictions
The following situations restrict movement:
12.3.1 Overstacking Units may not move into a
fully occupied Area (Section 6.1).
12.3.2 Rubble Units must stop and move no
further that Impulse upon entering any Area
containing a Rubble marker.
12.3.3 Vertex-only Adjacency Movement is not
permitted between Areas that are only connect at
a border vertex.

12.4 Zones and Movement Zones are
located around the edges of the map. Each Zone
is connected to other Zones and certain Areas on
the map by connector arrows. Game Play Note:
Zones are considered the equivalent of Areas in every
respect except as modified below. All other rules
pertaining to Areas apply equally to Zones.
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12.4.1 Movement from Area to Zone or
between two Zones A Zone may only be entered
by a unit starting its Impulse in a connected Zone
or Area, and the unit must end movement upon
entry of that Zone (Exception: Case 12.4.3).
12.4.2 Zone to Area Movement A unit beginning
its Impulse in a Zone may move to a connected
Area normally, paying the MP cost of that
connection arrow to the Area and may continue
movement to other Areas if it still has enough MPs
remaining (see Movement Cost Table on the PAC).
12.4.3 Zone to Zone Special Movement A unit
beginning its movement in a Zone, which then
moves directly to a Vacant or Free Zone, may do
ONE of the following (a bonus move):
• move a second time, and enter another adjacent Zone if the latter is also Vacant or Free,
• move a second time, and utilize a road arrow to
enter a Vacant or Free Area that is not adjacent
to an occupied enemy area.

13.0 DIRECT FIRE IMPULSE
13.1 Restrictions

13.1.1 Only Uncommitted units that begin the
Fire Impulse in the Active Area/Zone may fire.
13.1.2 Uncommitted units may fire at enemy
units occupying their Area/Zone.
13.1.3 Units in a non-contested Area may fire at
enemy units in an adjacent Area. Exception: If
only infantry units are firing, they may not fire
upon an adjacent Area if enemy armor units are
present.
13.1.4 Direct Fire may not be combined with
Artillery Bombardment (14.0) during the same
Impulse.

13.2 Fire Resolution Attacks are resolved by

players determining their Attack Total or Defense
Total and then computing the result.
13.2.1 First, the attacker picks a Lead Attacking
Unit and the defender picks a Lead Defending
Unit in the Area/Zone the combat is in.
13.2.2 Attack Total (AT) The attacker next makes
a 2d6 roll and adds any Attacker DRMs as listed
in the attacker section of the Direct Fire Table (see
PAC) to his roll to derive his AT.
13.2.3 Defense Total (DT) The defender next
makes a 2d6 roll and adds any Defender DRMs
as listed in the defender section of the Direct Fire
Table (see PAC) to his roll to derive his DT.
13.2.4 Computing Results. The result of the
attack will depend upon the difference between
the AT and the DT. There can be two possible
results: Failure or Success.
• Failure If the AT is equal to or less than the DT,
there is no effect.
• Success If the AT is greater than the DT, the
difference between the AT and DT is the
number of Casualty Points that is assessed
against the defender in the Area.
• Also determine if Rubble is created (Module
15.0)

13.3 Casualty Points (CPs)

13.3.1 The defender must assign ALL CPs
assessed against him to his units in the defending
Area/Zone.
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13.3.2 CPs may be taken in any combination,
except that the Lead Defending Unit must suffer
the first CP assigned by the owning player.
13.3.3 The defender assigns CPs received from an
attack as detailed at the bottom of the Direct Fire
Table (see PAC)
13.3.4 If after eliminating all defending units in
an Area there are still remaining CPs to allocate,
the additional CPs to be allocated are ignored.

13.4 Retreats Any unit called upon to retreat

must follow the following rules.
13.4.1 Units must be retreated by the controlling
player one at a time using the guidelines in order
(top to bottom) on the Retreat Priority List (see
PAC). There are separate guidelines for Areas and
Zones.
13.4.2 If the Area being retreated into becomes
fully occupied, any subsequent units must
continue their retreat to another Area that is not
fully occupied and that is adjacent to the Area
now fully occupied, and in accordance with the
Retreat Priority List (see PAC).
13.4.3 Fire Combat Voluntary Retreat Some or
all (owning player’s choice) of the defenders in an
Area or Zone, except Uncommitted Soviet units,
being attacked may voluntarily retreat after a fire
combat resolution, even if the attacker suffered a
Failure result.
13.4.4 Retreat Elimination If for any reason a unit
is unable to retreat as per the Retreat Priorities list
(see PAC), it is eliminated.

14.0 BOMBARDMENT IMPULSE

A player may use one Artillery unit or the Stuka
unit (German player only) to bombard an
Area with opposing units during his Impulse.
Bombardment may not be combined with Direct
Fire (Module 13.0) during the same Impulse.
Artillery units represent the indirect fire weaponry
possessed by each side. Each Artillery or Stuka unit
is held in that player’s Artillery Box on the map.

14.1 General Rules
14.1.1 Each player may place and attack with one
unused artillery or Stuka (Germans only) unit by
performing a Bombardment Impulse.
14.1.2 An Artillery or Stuka unit may be used
only once per turn.
14.1.3 A bombardment attack may only be made
into an uncontested Area adjacent to an Area with
a friendly unit (Committed or not).
a) Cholm An Artillery unit may be placed in any
non-Urban Area that is within two Areas of an
Urban Area containing at least one friendly unit.
Design Note: the town of Cholm occupied the
battlefield’s “high ground,” giving greater lines of
sight to artillery spotters posted there.
b) Ostkirche (Area 9) The player who
controls and occupies this Area may place
his artillery markers in any uncontested
Area (not Zone) on the map. The binocular
symbol is printed in Area 9 to remind players of
this.
14.1.4 Artillery bombardment attacks may not be
made into Zones.

14.1.5 After resolving the attack, the Artillery
unit is returned to its Artillery Box with its “used”
side face-up to indicate it has been Committed
and may not fire again until the next Turn.
14.1.6 Bombardment Fire Strength If an artillery
unit is bombarding during a Day Impulse, use
the unit’s Day (left) CF. If the unit is bombarding
during a Night Impulse use the Night (right) CF
(red text).

14.2 German Stuka Unit
14.2.1 The German Stuka unit represents air
strikes made by German air power.
14.2.2 The Stuka unit may bombard any
uncontested Area on the map.
14.2.3 The Stuka may bombard any Zone on the
map, even if contested.
14.2.4 The Stuka unit may not be used for a
bombardment attack if it is currently Night
(Module 9.0).
14.2.5 If the Stuka was used for Off-Map
Interdiction (Setion 10.5), it is not available for
bombardment this turn.

14.3 Bombardment Resolution
A Bombardment attack is handled in much the
same way as a Direct Fire attack (Module 13.0).
14.3.1 The attacker designates the eligible Area/
Zone he is attacking and determines his AT by
making a 2d6 roll and adding the appropriate
printed CF of the Artillery/Stuka unit. There are
no other DRMs to the AT.
14.3.2 To determine the DT, the defender selects
one unit in the Area as the Lead Defending Unit,
makes a 2d6 roll and applies any applicable
DRMs as listed on the Bombardment Table (see
PAC).
14.3.3 Results are determined the same as detailed
in Direct Fire (Section 13.2).
14.3.4 CPs are assessed the same as detailed in
Direct Fire (Section 13.3).
14.3.5 Once an Artillery/Stuka unit has
performed its bombardment, flip it over to its
“used” side indicating it cannot be used again this
turn.

15.0 RUBBLE There are two levels of Rubble

in the game: Rubble and Heavy Rubble. There
are no Rubble markers on the map when the
game begins. Historical Note: Direct combat
and bombardment rapidly transformed Cholm into
ruins, creating positions that naturally favored the
side defending in that part of the city.

15.1 Creating Rubble
15.1.1 Rubble may only be created in Urban
Areas.
15.1.2 Rubble can be created as a result of combat
during a Fire or Bombardment Impulse.
15.1.3 If the AT value is 6 or more than the DT
value for a Direct Fire Combat, place a Rubble
marker in the Area after the attack.
15.1.4 If the AT value is 4 or more than the DT
value for a Bombardment Fire Combat, place a
Rubble marker in the Area after the attack.
15.1.5 If an Area already contains a Rubble
Marker and either 15.1.3 or 15.1.4 occurs again,
flip that marker to its Heavy Rubble side.

15.1.6 Rubble creation cannot exceed Heavy
Rubble.

15.2 Rubble Effects
15.2.1 Movement Units must stop their
movement when entering an Area with Rubble.
15.2.2 Combat Rubble provides a beneficial
DRM when determining the DT for a combat
(see DT modifiers on the Direct Fire and
Bombardment Tables on the PAC).

16.0 CLOSE COMBAT PHASE

At the start of the Close Combat Phase flip all
Committed units back to their Uncommitted sides.

16.1 General Rules
16.1.1 Close Combat is only performed in
Contested Areas and Zones.
16.1.2 Both players are allowed to attack during
this phase.
16.1.3 A unit may attack and be attacked only
once per Close Combat Phase.
16.1.4 Close Combat is resolved one contested
Area or Zone at a time.
16.1.5 Although attacks are resolved one at a time,
the results are considered to be simultaneous in a
particular Area/Zone, such that units that must
retreat or are eliminated during Close Combat
still have a chance to attack back in the same
Close Combat Phase before being retreated or
removed from the map.

16.2 Pre-designation
16.2.1 During the player’s portion of the Close
Combat Phase, all his Close Combat attacks in
the Area/Zone must be pre-designated first. In
other words, a player may not have his units
switch targets after seeing the results of one of his
previous attacks within the Area/Zone.
16.2.2 The player with the Advantage may
observe the results of his opponent’s Close
Combat attacks in that Area/Zone before predesignating his own attacks.

16.3 Pairing Off
16.3.1 The player with the Advantage lines up all
his combat units in the contested Area. The nonAdvantage player then places each of his units
beside the specific enemy unit he wishes to attack
(Exception: Section 16.4) and resolves Close
Assault attacks.
16.3.2 After the non-Advantage player has
attacked, he too arranges his units in a line to
have the Advantage player attack with his units
(Exception: Section 16.4).
16.3.3 The player may have more than one unit
attack an enemy unit (additional units being in
support and providing a DRM), but only if he
has attacked every other enemy unit within that
contested Area/Zone.
16.3.4 Units that are eliminated before they attack
may still participate in Close Combat attacks
during their portion of the phase as all combat
is considered to be simultaneous in this phase.

16.4 Screening
16.4.1 Armor units may only be attacked by
infantry if all the armor’s friendly infantry units
in the Area/Zone are designated (paired) to be
attacked first.
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16.4.2 Armor may always be paired to attack an
opposing armor unit.
16.4.3 If a player cannot screen all of his armor
units from attack, he may choose which of those
armor units will accept Close Combat attacks and
thereby act as a screen for the others.
16.4.4 A player who has more units than his
opponent in an Area/Zone may select the number
of excess units of his that will be screened and
thus his opponent will not be able to attack them
this phase.
16.4.5 Screened units may still attack in Close
Combat, but must attack in conjunction with
one of the screening units in a combined attack.
They may not attack separately.

16.5 Close Combat Resolution
16.5.1 Close Combat attacks are resolved by
making a 1d6 roll for each attack against an
opponent’s unit.
16.5.2 Modify the roll by any DRM listed below
the Close Combat Table that applies (see PAC).
16.5.3 Apply the effect listed to the right of the
roll’s result on the Table.
16.5.4 Units that were eliminated are flipped to
their Committed side as a reminder they have
been eliminated and are to be removed once all
the Close Combat attacks in that Area/Zone are
complete.
16.5.5 Units that receive a retreat result are
rotated 90 degrees to indicate they must retreat.
16.5.6 After both players have finished all their
attacks in an Area/Zone, all eliminated units
are removed from the map and placed in that
player’s Eliminated Units Not Regrouped Box
(Exception: Section 20.2).
16.5.7 After eliminated units have been removed,
players (non-Advantage player first) retreat those
units that must retreat using the rules from Cases
13.4.1 and 13.4.2.

17.0 LOGISTICS

Historical Note: The Soviet side suffered from severe
logistical problems leading to shortages of everything
from ammunition to food. It was these shortages that
in part prevented the German garrison from being
overrun in the opening phase of the battle.

17.1 General Rules
17.1.1 Starting at the end of the Soviet player’s
4th Impulse to activate (the 7th Impulse) of a
Maneuver/Fire Phase and each Soviet Impulse
thereafter, a 1d6 Logistics Roll must be performed.
a) The Soviet player has an Impulse Track on the
map to track his Impulses until it reaches his 4th
Impulse to activate, at which point he must make
Logistics Rolls at the end of each of his Impulses.
The Day/Night/Soviet Impulse marker is used to
track this.
b) Each time the Soviet player completes his
Impulse, move the marker one higher on the track.
17.1.2 If the Soviet player has performed an action
(not passed) and the result of the Logistics Roll is
a 1, the Maneuver/Fire Phase ends immediately.
17.1.3 If the Soviet player passes in his Impulse,
he still makes this Logistics Roll, but there is a
-1 DRM to the roll (i.e. a 1 or 2 result ends the

Phase).
17.1.4 Preventing a Logistical Phase end The
Soviet player may spend the Advantage (Case
8.1.1D) or either player may use their “Seize the
Initiative” option (Section 20.1) to prevent the
end of the Maneuver/Fire Phase.

18.0 END PHASE
18.1 General Rules

18.1.1 Determine if the Soviet player has won an
Automatic Victory (Section 19.1).
18.1.2 If it is the End Phase of Turn 4, determine
if the Soviet player has lost, or if the game carries
on (Section 19.2).
18.1.3 The player with the Advantage can choose
to perform a Redeploy (Section 8.1).
18.1.4 If the German Stubborn Defense marker
(Case 8.1.1c) is currently on the map, remove it
and set it aside for possible use in a later turn.
18.1.5 Air and artillery units that are on their
used side are flipped over to their unused side.
18.1.6 In the absence of either an Automatic or
German Tactical Victory (Turn 4 only), advance
the Game Turn marker to the next space on the
Game Turn Track. Switch Advantage if Case 8.1.3
applies.
18.1.7 Move the Day/Night/Soviet Impulse
marker to the 1 box with the Day side up on the
Soviet Impulse Track.
18.1.8 If this is game turn 9, determine the victor
of the game (Section 19.3).

19.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS

There are two ways for the Soviet player to win
the game: either an Automatic Victory or a Game
End Victory; otherwise the German player wins.

19.1 Automatic Victory The Soviet player
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then the Soviet player wins. Otherwise the
German player wins.

20.0 SIDE DETERMINATION If both

players wish to play the same side, this rule is
used to decide which side each player commands
and to compensate for either player’s perceptions
regarding the relative chances of each side.

20.1 Bids
20.1.1 Each player submits a secret, written
“Seize the Initiative” bid to command the side
they want.
20.1.2 The higher bid player gets to play the side
he desired and his bid value becomes the number
of times his opponent can declare that he is
“Seizing the Initiative” during the game.
20.1.3 Use a pencil and paper or some convenient
method to record this. Example The bid winning
player bid 2, so his opponent is able to declare “Sieze
the Initiative” 2 times during the game.
20.1.4 If the bids are tied, both players roll a die
and the higher die roll is the winner of the bid and
gets to play the side chosen while his opponent
gets the number bid of “Seize the Initiative”
declarations for the game.
20.1.5 Seize the Initiative Uses
a) Reroll Combat Dice Both players must either
reroll the Fire/Bombardment combat attack
or the player who just rolled his Close Combat
attack.
b) Prevent Logistical Phase End (Case 17.1.4).
c) Second Activation When it is the player’s
Impulse to activate, he can select an Area that
has friendly Committed units. These Committed
units are now able to activate again and perform
as if they are were not Committed (it is like a
second activation for those units).

wins an automatic victory if during the End
Phase of any Turn he controls every Urban Area
on the map.

21.0 OPTIONAL RULES Both

19.2 German Tactical Victory

21.1 Substitute Random Reinforcement
Results (Neutral)

19.2.1 At the end of Turn 4 a game continuation
check is performed and both the following
conditions must apply:
a) The Soviet player must have Cholm surrounded.
For Cholm to be considered surrounded, the
Soviet player must either control or contest Areas
and Zones so that there is no way the German
player can trace a line of connected Areas and/or
Zones from a Controlled Urban Area of Cholm
to an uncontested German Controlled Zone C,
D, or E.
b) The Soviet player must control at least one
Urban Area of Cholm and control or contest Area
30 (Flugfeld, noted with a red star).
19.2.2 If both conditions (a and b above) are met,
the game will continue. If only one or neither of
the conditions are met, the game immediately
ends in a German Tactical victory.

19.3 End of Game Victory If at the end of

the game the Soviet player:
• controls at least 4 Urban Areas,
• and has Cholm still surrounded (Case 19.2.1a),
• and controls or contests Area 30 (Flugfeld,
noted with a red star),

players
must agree to use any of the following rules prior
to beginning the game.

If the Random Reinforcement roll’s result is for
units which have all arrived and any available
alternate choice has already been placed on the
map, the owning player may instead choose:
a) To activate one Area His units therein perform
an Impulse immediately, but are not flipped to
their Committed side after completing this
special activation (those units will have the ability
to perform an Impulse normally later in the turn).
b) German Player only can choose to place
the Stubborn Defense Marker in any Area not
containing the Scherer HQ unit.

21.2 Bombardment into Contested
Area (Pro-Soviet)
21.2.1 Players may choose to bombard a
Contested Area, but at a risk of Friendly Fire
inflicting CPs against their units in the Area being
bombarded.
21.2.2 Resolve the attack against the defending
units normally.
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13.3.2 CPs may be taken in any combination,
except that the Lead Defending Unit must suffer
the first CP assigned by the owning player.
13.3.3 The defender assigns CPs received from an
attack as detailed at the bottom of the Direct Fire
Table (see PAC)
13.3.4 If after eliminating all defending units in
an Area there are still remaining CPs to allocate,
the additional CPs to be allocated are ignored.

13.4 Retreats Any unit called upon to retreat

must follow the following rules.
13.4.1 Units must be retreated by the controlling
player one at a time using the guidelines in order
(top to bottom) on the Retreat Priority List (see
PAC). There are separate guidelines for Areas and
Zones.
13.4.2 If the Area being retreated into becomes
fully occupied, any subsequent units must
continue their retreat to another Area that is not
fully occupied and that is adjacent to the Area
now fully occupied, and in accordance with the
Retreat Priority List (see PAC).
13.4.3 Fire Combat Voluntary Retreat Some or
all (owning player’s choice) of the defenders in an
Area or Zone, except Uncommitted Soviet units,
being attacked may voluntarily retreat after a fire
combat resolution, even if the attacker suffered a
Failure result.
13.4.4 Retreat Elimination If for any reason a unit
is unable to retreat as per the Retreat Priorities list
(see PAC), it is eliminated.

14.0 BOMBARDMENT IMPULSE

A player may use one Artillery unit or the Stuka
unit (German player only) to bombard an
Area with opposing units during his Impulse.
Bombardment may not be combined with Direct
Fire (Module 13.0) during the same Impulse.
Artillery units represent the indirect fire weaponry
possessed by each side. Each Artillery or Stuka unit
is held in that player’s Artillery Box on the map.

14.1 General Rules
14.1.1 Each player may place and attack with one
unused artillery or Stuka (Germans only) unit by
performing a Bombardment Impulse.
14.1.2 An Artillery or Stuka unit may be used
only once per turn.
14.1.3 A bombardment attack may only be made
into an uncontested Area adjacent to an Area with
a friendly unit (Committed or not).
a) Cholm An Artillery unit may be placed in any
non-Urban Area that is within two Areas of an
Urban Area containing at least one friendly unit.
Design Note: the town of Cholm occupied the
battlefield’s “high ground,” giving greater lines of
sight to artillery spotters posted there.
b) Ostkirche (Area 9) The player who
controls and occupies this Area may place
his artillery markers in any uncontested
Area (not Zone) on the map. The binocular
symbol is printed in Area 9 to remind players of
this.
14.1.4 Artillery bombardment attacks may not be
made into Zones.

14.1.5 After resolving the attack, the Artillery
unit is returned to its Artillery Box with its “used”
side face-up to indicate it has been Committed
and may not fire again until the next Turn.
14.1.6 Bombardment Fire Strength If an artillery
unit is bombarding during a Day Impulse, use
the unit’s Day (left) CF. If the unit is bombarding
during a Night Impulse use the Night (right) CF
(red text).

14.2 German Stuka Unit
14.2.1 The German Stuka unit represents air
strikes made by German air power.
14.2.2 The Stuka unit may bombard any
uncontested Area on the map.
14.2.3 The Stuka may bombard any Zone on the
map, even if contested.
14.2.4 The Stuka unit may not be used for a
bombardment attack if it is currently Night
(Module 9.0).
14.2.5 If the Stuka was used for Off-Map
Interdiction (Setion 10.5), it is not available for
bombardment this turn.

14.3 Bombardment Resolution
A Bombardment attack is handled in much the
same way as a Direct Fire attack (Module 13.0).
14.3.1 The attacker designates the eligible Area/
Zone he is attacking and determines his AT by
making a 2d6 roll and adding the appropriate
printed CF of the Artillery/Stuka unit. There are
no other DRMs to the AT.
14.3.2 To determine the DT, the defender selects
one unit in the Area as the Lead Defending Unit,
makes a 2d6 roll and applies any applicable
DRMs as listed on the Bombardment Table (see
PAC).
14.3.3 Results are determined the same as detailed
in Direct Fire (Section 13.2).
14.3.4 CPs are assessed the same as detailed in
Direct Fire (Section 13.3).
14.3.5 Once an Artillery/Stuka unit has
performed its bombardment, flip it over to its
“used” side indicating it cannot be used again this
turn.

15.0 RUBBLE There are two levels of Rubble

in the game: Rubble and Heavy Rubble. There
are no Rubble markers on the map when the
game begins. Historical Note: Direct combat
and bombardment rapidly transformed Cholm into
ruins, creating positions that naturally favored the
side defending in that part of the city.

15.1 Creating Rubble
15.1.1 Rubble may only be created in Urban
Areas.
15.1.2 Rubble can be created as a result of combat
during a Fire or Bombardment Impulse.
15.1.3 If the AT value is 6 or more than the DT
value for a Direct Fire Combat, place a Rubble
marker in the Area after the attack.
15.1.4 If the AT value is 4 or more than the DT
value for a Bombardment Fire Combat, place a
Rubble marker in the Area after the attack.
15.1.5 If an Area already contains a Rubble
Marker and either 15.1.3 or 15.1.4 occurs again,
flip that marker to its Heavy Rubble side.

15.1.6 Rubble creation cannot exceed Heavy
Rubble.

15.2 Rubble Effects
15.2.1 Movement Units must stop their
movement when entering an Area with Rubble.
15.2.2 Combat Rubble provides a beneficial
DRM when determining the DT for a combat
(see DT modifiers on the Direct Fire and
Bombardment Tables on the PAC).

16.0 CLOSE COMBAT PHASE

At the start of the Close Combat Phase flip all
Committed units back to their Uncommitted sides.

16.1 General Rules
16.1.1 Close Combat is only performed in
Contested Areas and Zones.
16.1.2 Both players are allowed to attack during
this phase.
16.1.3 A unit may attack and be attacked only
once per Close Combat Phase.
16.1.4 Close Combat is resolved one contested
Area or Zone at a time.
16.1.5 Although attacks are resolved one at a time,
the results are considered to be simultaneous in a
particular Area/Zone, such that units that must
retreat or are eliminated during Close Combat
still have a chance to attack back in the same
Close Combat Phase before being retreated or
removed from the map.

16.2 Pre-designation
16.2.1 During the player’s portion of the Close
Combat Phase, all his Close Combat attacks in
the Area/Zone must be pre-designated first. In
other words, a player may not have his units
switch targets after seeing the results of one of his
previous attacks within the Area/Zone.
16.2.2 The player with the Advantage may
observe the results of his opponent’s Close
Combat attacks in that Area/Zone before predesignating his own attacks.

16.3 Pairing Off
16.3.1 The player with the Advantage lines up all
his combat units in the contested Area. The nonAdvantage player then places each of his units
beside the specific enemy unit he wishes to attack
(Exception: Section 16.4) and resolves Close
Assault attacks.
16.3.2 After the non-Advantage player has
attacked, he too arranges his units in a line to
have the Advantage player attack with his units
(Exception: Section 16.4).
16.3.3 The player may have more than one unit
attack an enemy unit (additional units being in
support and providing a DRM), but only if he
has attacked every other enemy unit within that
contested Area/Zone.
16.3.4 Units that are eliminated before they attack
may still participate in Close Combat attacks
during their portion of the phase as all combat
is considered to be simultaneous in this phase.

16.4 Screening
16.4.1 Armor units may only be attacked by
infantry if all the armor’s friendly infantry units
in the Area/Zone are designated (paired) to be
attacked first.
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16.4.2 Armor may always be paired to attack an
opposing armor unit.
16.4.3 If a player cannot screen all of his armor
units from attack, he may choose which of those
armor units will accept Close Combat attacks and
thereby act as a screen for the others.
16.4.4 A player who has more units than his
opponent in an Area/Zone may select the number
of excess units of his that will be screened and
thus his opponent will not be able to attack them
this phase.
16.4.5 Screened units may still attack in Close
Combat, but must attack in conjunction with
one of the screening units in a combined attack.
They may not attack separately.

16.5 Close Combat Resolution
16.5.1 Close Combat attacks are resolved by
making a 1d6 roll for each attack against an
opponent’s unit.
16.5.2 Modify the roll by any DRM listed below
the Close Combat Table that applies (see PAC).
16.5.3 Apply the effect listed to the right of the
roll’s result on the Table.
16.5.4 Units that were eliminated are flipped to
their Committed side as a reminder they have
been eliminated and are to be removed once all
the Close Combat attacks in that Area/Zone are
complete.
16.5.5 Units that receive a retreat result are
rotated 90 degrees to indicate they must retreat.
16.5.6 After both players have finished all their
attacks in an Area/Zone, all eliminated units
are removed from the map and placed in that
player’s Eliminated Units Not Regrouped Box
(Exception: Section 20.2).
16.5.7 After eliminated units have been removed,
players (non-Advantage player first) retreat those
units that must retreat using the rules from Cases
13.4.1 and 13.4.2.

17.0 LOGISTICS

Historical Note: The Soviet side suffered from severe
logistical problems leading to shortages of everything
from ammunition to food. It was these shortages that
in part prevented the German garrison from being
overrun in the opening phase of the battle.

17.1 General Rules
17.1.1 Starting at the end of the Soviet player’s
4th Impulse to activate (the 7th Impulse) of a
Maneuver/Fire Phase and each Soviet Impulse
thereafter, a 1d6 Logistics Roll must be performed.
a) The Soviet player has an Impulse Track on the
map to track his Impulses until it reaches his 4th
Impulse to activate, at which point he must make
Logistics Rolls at the end of each of his Impulses.
The Day/Night/Soviet Impulse marker is used to
track this.
b) Each time the Soviet player completes his
Impulse, move the marker one higher on the track.
17.1.2 If the Soviet player has performed an action
(not passed) and the result of the Logistics Roll is
a 1, the Maneuver/Fire Phase ends immediately.
17.1.3 If the Soviet player passes in his Impulse,
he still makes this Logistics Roll, but there is a
-1 DRM to the roll (i.e. a 1 or 2 result ends the

Phase).
17.1.4 Preventing a Logistical Phase end The
Soviet player may spend the Advantage (Case
8.1.1D) or either player may use their “Seize the
Initiative” option (Section 20.1) to prevent the
end of the Maneuver/Fire Phase.

18.0 END PHASE
18.1 General Rules

18.1.1 Determine if the Soviet player has won an
Automatic Victory (Section 19.1).
18.1.2 If it is the End Phase of Turn 4, determine
if the Soviet player has lost, or if the game carries
on (Section 19.2).
18.1.3 The player with the Advantage can choose
to perform a Redeploy (Section 8.1).
18.1.4 If the German Stubborn Defense marker
(Case 8.1.1c) is currently on the map, remove it
and set it aside for possible use in a later turn.
18.1.5 Air and artillery units that are on their
used side are flipped over to their unused side.
18.1.6 In the absence of either an Automatic or
German Tactical Victory (Turn 4 only), advance
the Game Turn marker to the next space on the
Game Turn Track. Switch Advantage if Case 8.1.3
applies.
18.1.7 Move the Day/Night/Soviet Impulse
marker to the 1 box with the Day side up on the
Soviet Impulse Track.
18.1.8 If this is game turn 9, determine the victor
of the game (Section 19.3).

19.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS

There are two ways for the Soviet player to win
the game: either an Automatic Victory or a Game
End Victory; otherwise the German player wins.

19.1 Automatic Victory The Soviet player
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then the Soviet player wins. Otherwise the
German player wins.

20.0 SIDE DETERMINATION If both

players wish to play the same side, this rule is
used to decide which side each player commands
and to compensate for either player’s perceptions
regarding the relative chances of each side.

20.1 Bids
20.1.1 Each player submits a secret, written
“Seize the Initiative” bid to command the side
they want.
20.1.2 The higher bid player gets to play the side
he desired and his bid value becomes the number
of times his opponent can declare that he is
“Seizing the Initiative” during the game.
20.1.3 Use a pencil and paper or some convenient
method to record this. Example The bid winning
player bid 2, so his opponent is able to declare “Sieze
the Initiative” 2 times during the game.
20.1.4 If the bids are tied, both players roll a die
and the higher die roll is the winner of the bid and
gets to play the side chosen while his opponent
gets the number bid of “Seize the Initiative”
declarations for the game.
20.1.5 Seize the Initiative Uses
a) Reroll Combat Dice Both players must either
reroll the Fire/Bombardment combat attack
or the player who just rolled his Close Combat
attack.
b) Prevent Logistical Phase End (Case 17.1.4).
c) Second Activation When it is the player’s
Impulse to activate, he can select an Area that
has friendly Committed units. These Committed
units are now able to activate again and perform
as if they are were not Committed (it is like a
second activation for those units).

wins an automatic victory if during the End
Phase of any Turn he controls every Urban Area
on the map.

21.0 OPTIONAL RULES Both

19.2 German Tactical Victory

21.1 Substitute Random Reinforcement
Results (Neutral)

19.2.1 At the end of Turn 4 a game continuation
check is performed and both the following
conditions must apply:
a) The Soviet player must have Cholm surrounded.
For Cholm to be considered surrounded, the
Soviet player must either control or contest Areas
and Zones so that there is no way the German
player can trace a line of connected Areas and/or
Zones from a Controlled Urban Area of Cholm
to an uncontested German Controlled Zone C,
D, or E.
b) The Soviet player must control at least one
Urban Area of Cholm and control or contest Area
30 (Flugfeld, noted with a red star).
19.2.2 If both conditions (a and b above) are met,
the game will continue. If only one or neither of
the conditions are met, the game immediately
ends in a German Tactical victory.

19.3 End of Game Victory If at the end of

the game the Soviet player:
• controls at least 4 Urban Areas,
• and has Cholm still surrounded (Case 19.2.1a),
• and controls or contests Area 30 (Flugfeld,
noted with a red star),

players
must agree to use any of the following rules prior
to beginning the game.

If the Random Reinforcement roll’s result is for
units which have all arrived and any available
alternate choice has already been placed on the
map, the owning player may instead choose:
a) To activate one Area His units therein perform
an Impulse immediately, but are not flipped to
their Committed side after completing this
special activation (those units will have the ability
to perform an Impulse normally later in the turn).
b) German Player only can choose to place
the Stubborn Defense Marker in any Area not
containing the Scherer HQ unit.

21.2 Bombardment into Contested
Area (Pro-Soviet)
21.2.1 Players may choose to bombard a
Contested Area, but at a risk of Friendly Fire
inflicting CPs against their units in the Area being
bombarded.
21.2.2 Resolve the attack against the defending
units normally.

